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In this study, all direct kinematic singularities of a 3−3 Stewart-Gough platform are 
determined.  Analyses are performed on a kinamatically mechanism- the asymmetric 3RPS 
parallel manipulator.  The Jacobian matrix of this equivalent mechanism has the size 3×3.  It is 
shown in this study that the workspace of the moving platform on an asymmetric 3RPS parallel 
manipulator may be represented as a circular cylinder, the radius of which is determined by 
locations of the 3 revolute joints on the fixed base. 
If locations of the 3 revolute joints, as well as moving platform’s orientation are arbitrarily 
assumed, then the horizontal position of the moving platform can be determined from motion 
constraints, and the determinant of the 3×3 Jacobian matrix can be expressed as a cubic 
polynomial of the height of the moving platform.  The direct singular position can be located by 
solving the cubic polynomial equation.  It is found in this study that there always exists a real 
root for any point on a cross-section of the circular cylinder, implying that there are infinitely 
many direct singular positions for a 3−3 Stewart-Gough platform. Also, on the boundary of the 
cylindrical work-space , moving platform’s heights at the direct singular position may be 
unbounded. 
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J                                  (1) 
????? iL ( )321 ,,i = ??????????????? iPL ??????????? iNL ?
???? [ ]J ???????????? 
 
( ) NPPNNyyxx LLLLLCCCCJ 21211212111 233 −−+−×+×−=             (2a) 
( ) NPPNNyyxx LLLLLCCCCJ 32322323222 233 −−+−×−×=             (2b) 
     ( ) NPPNNyy LLLLLCCJ 131331333 222 −−×−×=                          (2c) 
( ) NPPNNyyxx LLLLLCCCCJ 12122212112 233 −−−+×+×−=            (2d) 
( ) NPPNNyy LLLLLCCJ 232333223 222 −−×+×−=                        (2e) 
( ) NPPNNyyxx LLLLLCCCCJ 31311131331 233 −−−+×−×=              (2f) 
 
???????????????????????? [ ]J ??????????????
???? 3-3???-????? 6×6 Jacobian????????? 
 
????? 
    ????? 3-3???-???????????????[9]?? 75.0=W  
? ( ) ( )625.0,2165.0, 11 =YX CC ? ( ) ( )125.0,6495.0, 22 −−=YX CC ? ( ) ( )5.0,0, 33 −=YX CC ?





??? 3RPS?????????????????????????? 3×3 Jacobian?
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???????? 3RPS???????????????????????? aveL ???
??(bounded )?????????? o30=α ? o90 ? o150 ? o210 ? o270 ? o330 ?????
????????? aveL ?????( unbounded )??????? 3RPS????????
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Figure 3  Direct singular configuration for the case 75.0=W ? 1939.0=aveL ?
( ) ( )625.0,2165.0, 11 =YX CC ? ( ) ( )125.0,6495.0, 22 −−=YX CC ? 
( ) ( )5.0,0, 33 −=YX CC ? ( ) ( )118.0,236.0,118.0,, 321 −−=HHH ? 
(a) asymmetric  3RPS  platform  (b) 3-3  Stewart-Gough  platform. 
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